Optical scanning holography as a technique for high-resolution three-dimensional biological microscopy
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The applicability of optical scanning holography (OSH) to the field of microscopic imaging for biological applications is assessed. A generalized mathematical description of OSH that takes into account polarization effects, high numerical apertures, and generalized illumination wave fronts is presented. This description is used to show that the proposed single-beam scanning technique relaxes the restrictions under which OSH functions correctly compared with the conventional double-beam scanning method. It is also shown that, although in general OSH is restricted to thin samples, this condition can be relaxed in nonrefracting fluorescence samples, which are of importance in biological microscopy. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical scanning holography (OSH) is a technique that allows three-dimensional (3D) information about an object to be measured with only lateral scanning.1 The object is illuminated by an interference pattern created by the overlap of two coherent beams, which is scanned across the object. This contrasts with traditional holography, in which a reference beam and an object beam interfere at a detector;2 this difference is the source of several interesting properties unique to OSH.

One feature of OSH that is not available in traditional holographic techniques is that the light emitted from the object does not need to be coherent. Depending on the system configuration, the hologram can encode either the amplitude or the intensity response of the sample.3 This allows one to measure, for example, refractive-index variations in a sample that would be practically undetectable with traditional transmission imaging (although these variations could be imaged with traditional holography). Conversely, with OSH one could image in a purely incoherent mode, thus masking phase variations and detecting only the intensity response of the object.

The latter property is of particular interest in the context of the commonly used technique of fluorescence microscopy, as applied to biological problems.4,5 Traditional holographic microscopy has been used in biology,6,7 but it is inherently insensitive to incoherent emissions such as fluorescence. Wide-field fluorescence microscopy is a commonly used technique for imaging fluorescence, but for thick samples it requires axial scanning of the sample or the imaging optics. Confocal and multiphoton microscopies8 can provide high-resolution, optically sectioned, fluorescence images, but these techniques require both axial and lateral scanning. Incoherent OSH therefore can be of use in applications where 3D fluorescence data sets are desired but axial scanning is difficult or impossible.

Although OSH has been demonstrated experimentally1,9–11 and described theoretically3,12,13 in the literature, there are some aspects of the technique that merit further consideration. First, although the application of OSH to microscopy has been considered in the literature,1,3 there are aspects such as polarization effects in high-numerical-aperture (NA) lenses that have not been considered. Second, in much of the previous work,1,3 one of the beams in the model is assumed to be an ideal uniform plane wave, and consequently the effects of beam aberrations on the reconstructed image are not taken into account. In addition to examining these aspects of OSH, we present the possibility of single-beam scanning, in which only one, rather than both, of the two beams interfering at the sample is scanned. We show that this technique is in general more tolerant of aberrations in the illuminating beams than is the method of scanning both beams.

The purpose of this paper is not to provide detailed simulations of the efficiency or resolving power of particular configurations of OSH (this has been done previously for both Gaussian13 and truncated-spherical-wave3 beams). Rather, we provide a general description of the processes involved, with the aim of clarifying which configurations should produce the most useful results, and under which conditions. With the goal of analyzing OSH as a tool for biological microscopy, we consider explicitly the use of high-NA objective lenses.

2. HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLES

A. General Description

In general, the hologram generation process should be describable by the correlation of the sample distribution with an encoding function:

\[ H(\mathbf{r}) = f_{\text{sample}}(\mathbf{r}) \otimes f_{\text{enc}}(\mathbf{r}), \]

where \( f_{\text{sample}}(\mathbf{r}) \) is the complex amplitude of the sample field at position \( \mathbf{r} \), and \( f_{\text{enc}}(\mathbf{r}) \) is the encoding function. The symbol \( \otimes \) denotes the convolution operation, which is equivalent to the product in the frequency domain. The hologram \( H(\mathbf{r}) \) is then used to reconstruct the sample field by a process known as holographic reconstruction. This process involves extracting the sample information from the hologram and projecting it back onto the sample plane. The reconstructed field \( f_{\text{rec}}(\mathbf{r}) \) can then be used to produce images of the sample.

In the context of OSH, the hologram generation process is simplified due to the use of only one beam to illuminate the sample. The hologram is then formed by the interference of the object beam and a reference beam, which is typically a plane wave. The reference beam is used to define the phase of the hologram, and the object beam contains the information about the sample. The hologram is then used to reconstruct the sample field by the process described above.

In conclusion, optical scanning holography is a powerful tool for biological microscopy, offering the potential for high-resolution imaging with only lateral scanning. The general mathematical description presented in this paper provides a framework for understanding the properties and limitations of OSH and for optimizing its performance in various biological applications.
where $H(r)$ is the hologram, $I_{sample}$ is the characteristic of the sample that we want to image, $f_{enc}$ is an encoding function, $r$ is the lateral position vector, and $\otimes$ denotes the correlation of two scalars. In the notation used throughout this paper, vectors are written using boldface, and scalars are in italics. A vector of unit length is denoted by a circumflex, so that we can describe a vector in terms of its length and direction: $a = a\hat{a}$.

If Eq. (1) is a valid description of the encoding process, then a reconstructed image of $I_{sample}$ can be generated by

$$I_{rec}(r) = H(r) \otimes R_f(r),$$

where $R_f$ is the reconstruction function. See, e.g., Klysubun and Indebetouw$^{14}$ for an interesting discussion of the applications of various reconstruction functions in spatiotemporal digital holography.

For an ideal, one-to-one reconstruction of the sample, $R_f$ is given by

$$R_{f,ideal}(r) = \text{FT}^{-1}[1/\text{FT}(f_{enc}(r))],$$

where $\text{FT}$ and $\text{FT}^{-1}$ denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms, respectively. In this case, the reconstructed image is

$$I_{rec}(r) = f_{sample}(r) \otimes f_{enc}(r) \otimes R_{f,ideal}(r)$$

$$= f_{sample}(r) \otimes \delta(r)$$

$$= f_{sample}(r).$$

Owing to the finite support of $\text{FT}(f_{enc}(r))$, in practice Eq. (3) must be modified to avoid division by zero (a familiar problem in inverse filtering applications$^{15}$). In realistic applications, $f_{enc}(r) \otimes R_f(r)$ is therefore not a perfect $\delta$ function, so the reconstruction, $I_{rec}$, is not an exact representation of the actual sample, $I_{sample}$. This represents the fact that any real imaging system has a finite resolution.

A number of different methods for reconstruction are possible: optically, by illuminating a developed photographic plate as in classical holography$^{6,16}$ or with a programmable spatial light modulator$^{9,17}$ or numerically in a computer$^{18}$ for digital holography. However, the specific details of these methods are not important for the arguments presented here, which concern only the hologram generation process.

**B. Optical Scanning Holography**

The process of generating a hologram with the use of OSH has been described in detail in the literature.$^{1,3}$ The fundamental process is outlined in Fig. 1, where for simplicity we assume a point object for the sample. This sample is illuminated by a pattern generated by the interference of two beams, which is scanned across the sample. The response of the sample to the illumination (e.g., scattering, fluorescent emission) is detected and recorded as a function of the scan position. Thus, as the illumination pattern is scanned, a signal is produced that is proportional to the illumination intensity at the point object. Although only a one-dimensional line scan is depicted in Fig. 1, in practice a two-dimensional raster scan is used, so the hologram of the point object generated by OSH is simply a map of the illumination pattern. When a Fresnel zone plate is used as the illumination pattern (as depicted in Fig. 1), this yields the same holographic pattern as in traditional on-axis holography.

For a spatially extended sample, the response at the detector is simply the sum of the contributions from each point in the sample. Whether the sum is coherent (the sum is over the amplitude of the signal from each point) or incoherent (sum over intensity) depends on the detector configuration and the nature of the sample’s response. Thus the 3D position of each point in the sample is encoded in the location of the center of its Fresnel zone plate (lateral position) and the ring spacing (axial position).

The sample is illuminated by a combination of two coherent beams. With the scanner centered and at rest, (note that we consider only beam scanning here, as opposed to sample scanning, for the hologram generation) the electric-field distribution in the sample region is $E_o(r)$ for the object beam and $E_r(r)$ for the reference beam. We assume that the relative phase $\phi$ between these beams.

![Fig. 1. OSH signal generation. An illumination pattern, created by the interference of coherent beams, is scanned across a point object. The signal at the detector is proportional to the intensity of the illumination pattern at the point object, which varies as the illumination is scanned. The resulting detector signal for a line scan is shown; a 2D raster scan of the point object produces a map of the illumination pattern. For spatially extended objects, the detected signal is the sum of the signals from all of the points in the object.](image)

![Fig. 2. Important wave fronts in OSH. $E_o$ and $E_r$ are incident on the sample; $E_{obj}$ exits the sample, and $E_{obj}$ is incident on the mask, $M$. The optics before the sample are not shown.](image)
can be controlled. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the total illumination electric-field distribution just before the sample is then

\[ \mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) = \mathbf{E}_a(\mathbf{r} - r_s) + \exp(i \phi) \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r} - r_s), \]

where \( r_s \) is the instantaneous position of the scanned illumination pattern. Just behind the thin object, which has amplitude response \( T \), the electric field is

\[ \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) = T(\mathbf{r}, t) \mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s). \]

Here we write \( T(\mathbf{r}, t) \) explicitly as

\[ T(\mathbf{r}, t) = T_{\text{in}}(\mathbf{r}) \exp[i \Psi(\mathbf{r}, t)], \]

where \( T_{\text{in}}(\mathbf{r}) \) is the (complex) instantaneous response of the sample at an arbitrary reference time (say, \( t = 0 \)) and \( \Psi(\mathbf{r}, t) \) is a phase factor that accounts for the degree of coherence of the response. For a sample with a coherent response, \( \Psi(\mathbf{r}, t) = o t \); for a purely incoherent sample, \( \Psi(\mathbf{r}, t) \) varies randomly with position and time. This construction allows us to make use of the FT relationship between the fields in the front and back focal planes of the objective lens, even when the sample response is incoherent.

In this treatment, the polarization of the detected light is assumed to be the same as that of the illumination [i.e., \( T_{\text{in}} \) in Eq. (8) is a scalar, not a tensor]. In the incoherent OSH modes (see Subsections 3.A and 4.A) the signal depends on the total intensity at the detector, so the state of polarization of the detected light is irrelevant. In particular, fluorescence (discussed explicitly in Subsection 5.B) is always imaged incoherently because of the random nature of both the polarization and the phase of most samples. For coherent imaging of birefringent samples, the polarization of the detected light may have significant effects on the imaging properties of OSH. However, since this is the case only for a limited range of samples, and for few biological samples in particular, we do not consider this issue in the present paper.

A mask with transmission \( M(\mathbf{r}) \) is placed in the back focal plane of the objective lens, where \( \mathbf{r} \) is the position in the back focal plane. If a large-area detector is located behind the mask, the detected intensity signal is given (to within a multiplicative constant) by

\[ S(r_s) = \int \int M(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) \cdot \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}^*(\mathbf{r}, r_s) d^2 r, \]

where \( f(t) \) denotes the Fourier transform of \( f(r) \) and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate operation. Note that this formulation assumes that the sample is located in the front focal plane of the objective lens. However, this need not be a restriction in practice, because if \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) \) is known, it can be mathematically forward (or back) propagated to the front focal plane, in which the FT relationship holds. For simplicity, we leave this step implicit in this paper.

Using the FT definition, we have

\[ S(r_s) = \int \int \int \int \mathcal{M}(\mathbf{r}) \mathcal{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) d^2 r \]

\[ \cdot \left[ \int \int \exp[-2 \pi i \mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{r}'] \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}^*(\mathbf{r}', r_s) d^2 r' \right], \]

Rearranging,

\[ S(r_s) = \int \int \int \int \mathcal{M}(\mathbf{r}) \mathcal{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}', r_s) \cdot \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}^*(\mathbf{r}, r_s) d^2 r \]

\[ \cdot \left[ \int \int \exp[2 \pi i \mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{r}'] \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}^*(\mathbf{r}', r_s) d^2 r' \right] d^2 r. \]

With Eq. (7), which defines \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}} \), this becomes

\[ \mathbf{S}(r_s) = \int \int M(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s) \cdot \mathbf{E}_{\text{obj}}^*(\mathbf{r}, r_s) d^2 r. \]
\[
S(r_s) = \int \int \int \tilde{M}(r' - r_s)[T(r', t)E_{ih}(r', r_s)]
\cdot [T^s(r', t)E_{ih}^*(r', r_s)] d^2r' d^2r.
\tag{9}
\]

Substituting \(E_{ih}\), given by Eq. (6), and collecting terms with regard to the phase factor \(\phi\) yields
\[
S(r_s) = \int \int \int \tilde{M}(r' - r_s)T(r', t)T^s(r', t)
\cdot [E_s(r' - r_s) \cdot E_s^*(r' - r_s)] d^2r' d^2r
+ \exp(i\phi) \int \int \int \tilde{M}(r' - r_s)
\cdot T(r', t)T^s(r', t)E_s(r' - r_s)
\cdot E_s^*(r' - r_s) \cdot E_s(r' - r_s) d^2r' d^2r.
\]

We can simplify the notation here by writing
\[
S(r_s) = B(r_s) + \exp(i\phi) V(r_s) + \exp(-i\phi) H(r_s),
\]
where \(B\) is the hologram bias, \(V\) encodes the virtual image, and \(H\) encodes the real image.\textsuperscript{20}

Using heterodyne detection\textsuperscript{11,21} or measurements at several values of the phase \(\phi\),\textsuperscript{22} we can solve for the desired hologram \(H\), with the bias and virtual image removed:
\[
H_2(r_s) = \int \int \int \tilde{M}(r' - r_s)T(r', t)T^s(r', t)E_s^*(r' - r_s)
\cdot E_s(r' - r_s) d^2r' d^2r,
\tag{10}
\]
where the subscript of \(H_2\) denotes the double-beam scanning mode. We note here that because of the symmetry of \(E_s\) and \(E_i\), in Eq. (10), the distinction between reference and object beams is arbitrary.

A. Incoherent Mode

For the purely incoherent mode, we require that the signal generated by the detector be proportional to the sum over the intensity of the response of each point in the sample. To this end it is necessary to use a clear mask,\textsuperscript{3} so that \(M(p) \equiv 1\). In this case \(\tilde{M}(r) \equiv \delta(r)\), and Eq. (10) becomes
\[
H_{2,i}(r_s) = \int \int \int \delta(r' - r_s)T(r', t)T^s(r', t)
\cdot E^*_s(r' - r_s) \cdot E_o(r' - r_s) d^2r' d^2r
= \int \int [T(r', t)]^2 [E^*_s(r' - r_s) \cdot E_o(r') - r_s) d^2r']
= \|T(r_s, t)\|^2 \otimes [E^*_s(r_s) \cdot E_o(r_s)].
\]

From Eq. (8) we see that for an arbitrary degree of coherence of the sample,
\[
|T(r_s, t)|^2 = T_{ins}(r) \exp[i\Psi(r, t)]T^*_s(r) \exp[-i\Psi(r, t)]
= |T_{ins}(r_s)|^2,
\]
so that
\[
H_{2,i}(r_s) = |T(r_s)|^2 \otimes [E^*_s(r_s) \cdot E_o(r_s)].
\tag{11}
\]

We see that Eq. (11) has the same form as Eq. (1) and therefore represents the hologram of the intensity response \(|T(r_s)|^2\), with encoding function \(E^*_s(r_s) \cdot E_o(r_s)\). Note that in general one can determine the encoding function by measuring the hologram of a point object, which then allows one to use Eq. (3) to estimate the appropriate reconstruction function.

If the reference beam is a uniform plane wave (\(E_s = 1\), constant polarization direction \(\hat{E}_s\)), then to within a multiplicative constant Eq. (11) becomes
\[
H_{2,i,pu}(r_s) = |T(r_s)|^2 \otimes \hat{E}_s \cdot E_o(r_s).
\tag{12}
\]

If we make the assumption that the polarization direction of \(E_o(r_s)\) is also constant, so that \(E_o(r_s) = E_o(r_s)\hat{E}_s\), Eq. (12) reduces (to within a multiplicative constant) to
\[
H_{2,i,pu,pol}(r_s) = |T(r_s)|^2 \otimes E_o(r_s).
\tag{13}
\]

This is of the same form as Eq. (21) of Indebetouw \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{3} However, we now see that we require \(\hat{E}_s\) to be constant, as well as \(E_o\) to be a plane wave. Although in low-NA systems this is possible, in applications such as high-resolution microscopy, in which large-NA objective lenses are mandatory, the direction of polarization will vary with spatial position. In such cases, Eq. (12) must be used in place of Eq. (13). As Eq. (3) indicates, this will have an effect on the choice of the optimal reconstruction function to be used, because the encoding functions in Eqs. (12) and (13) are not the same.

B. Coherent Mode

For the coherent mode, we require that the detector signal be proportional to the squared modulus of the amplitude sum of the response of each point in the sample (which, of course, must emit coherently). We therefore restrict detection to a single point in Fourier space, so that the mask is a pinhole,\textsuperscript{3} and \(M(p) = \delta(p - p_d)\), where \(p_d\) is the position of the pinhole. The FT of this is
\[
\tilde{M}(r) = \exp(-2\pi i p_d \cdot r),
\]
so the hologram described by Eq. (10) becomes
\[
H_{2,c}(r_s) = \int \int \int \exp(-2\pi i p_d \cdot r_d)
\cdot (r' - r_d)T(r') \cdot T^s(r')E^*_s(r' - r_s)
\cdot E_o(r' - r_s) d^2r' d^2r_d
= \int \int \exp(2\pi i p_d \cdot r')T(r') \cdot T^s(r')E^*_s(r' - r_s) d^2r'
\cdot \int \int \exp(-2\pi i p_d \cdot r')T(r') \cdot E_o(r' - r_s) d^2r'
= \{[\exp(2\pi i p_d \cdot r_s)T(r_s)] \otimes E^*_s(r_s)]
\cdot \{[\exp(-2\pi i p_d \cdot r_s)T(r_s)] \otimes E_o(r_s)],
\tag{14}
\]
where, using notation similar to that of Sheppard,\textsuperscript{19} \(\otimes\) denotes the correlation of a scalar and a vector. Note that we have used the fact that for a coherent response, \(T(\mathbf{r}, t) = T(\mathbf{r})\). Unfortunately, the “hologram” described by Eq. (14) is not of the basic form of Eq. (1) and is not useful for image reconstruction via a correlation, as described by Eq. (2).

However, if we again take the specific case in which the reference beam is a uniform plane wave, \(H_{2s, pw}(\mathbf{r}_s)\) reduces to

\[
H_{2s, pw}(\mathbf{r}_s) = H_{s0} \cdot \int \int \exp(-2\pi i \mathbf{p}_d \cdot \mathbf{r}') T(\mathbf{r}') \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s) d^2\mathbf{r}'
\]

where \(H_{s0}\) is a constant. If we also assume that the mask is centered on the optical axis (i.e., \(\mathbf{p}_d = 0\)), Eq. (15) reduces further to

\[
H_{2s, pw}(\mathbf{r}_s) = T(\mathbf{r}_s) \otimes [H_{s0} \cdot \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s)].
\]

Equations (15) and (16) have the same form as Eq. (1), and the resulting hologram is linear in the amplitude response of the sample. Equation (16) is equivalent to Eq. (20) of Indebetouw \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{3} except that the high-NA polarization effects discussed in reference to incoherent OSH also apply here. However, this result is obtained only when the reference beam is an ideal, uniform plane wave. If this is not the case in practice, the disparity between the forms of Eqs. (1) and (14) shows that accurate reconstruction via Eq. (14) is not possible. This situation differs from the incoherent case, in which nonconstant \(\mathbf{E}\) affects only the encoding function rather than the actual form of the resulting hologram. Since one of the important advantages of digital holography is that distortions due to known aberrations in the beams can be removed in the reconstruction,\textsuperscript{23} the inability of double-beam coherent OSH to account for reference-beam aberrations can represent a significant drawback.

### 4. SINGLE-BEAM SCANNING

In the case of single-beam scanning, only the object beam is scanned (see Fig. 3). \(\mathbf{E}\) is now

\[
\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_s) = \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s) + \exp(i\phi)\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}).
\]

Equation (17) is identical to Eq. (6), except that \(\mathbf{E}\) depends only on \(\mathbf{r}\) instead of on \(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s\). Regarding nomenclature, the terms “object” and “reference” beam are no longer arbitrary: the reference beam now refers specifically to the beam that is not scanned.

It should therefore be clear that for illumination described by Eq. (17) instead of by Eq. (6), the hologram described by Eq. (10) becomes

\[
H_1(\mathbf{r}_s) = \int \int T(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{r}) T^*(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s) d^2\mathbf{r}' d^2\mathbf{r}.
\]

where the subscript of \(H_1\) denotes single-beam scanning. The only difference between Eqs. (18) and (10) is the change from \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s)\) to \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}')\), reflecting the fact that the reference beam is not scanned.

#### A. Incoherent Mode

As was the case for double-beam scanning, for the incoherent mode we again have \(M(\mathbf{r}) = 1\) and \(\tilde{\mathbf{M}}(\mathbf{r}) = \delta(\mathbf{r})\), so Eq. (18) becomes

\[
H_{1, i}(\mathbf{r}_s) = \int \int |T(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{r})|^2 \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}') \cdot \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s) d^2\mathbf{r}' d^2\mathbf{r}
= (|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2 \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s)) \otimes \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s),
\]

where, as in Ref. 19, \(\otimes\) denotes the scalar correlation of two vector functions. As in the incoherent double-beam scanning case, the time dependence of \(T(\mathbf{r}, t)\) disappears when we take the magnitude. Because of the vector nature of the correlation arguments in Eq. (19), the form is not the same as that of Eq. (1). Even if we know \(H_{1, i}(\mathbf{r}_s)\) and \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s)\), it is not possible to invert Eq. (19) to recover \(|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2 \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s)\) and thus extract the desired information about the sample, \(T(\mathbf{r}_s)\).

However, if the optics are designed so that the polarization of the reference beam is not a function of position (possible only in low-NA systems), i.e., \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s) = \mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\), then Eq. (19) becomes

\[
H_{1, i, pol}(\mathbf{r}_s) = (|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2 \mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)) \otimes \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s).
\]

Equation (20) now matches the form of Eq. (1) and describes the hologram of \(|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2 \mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\). If \(\mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\) is known, we can simply divide the image reconstructed from the hologram given by Eq. (20) by \(\mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\) to obtain the intensity response \(|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2\). Of course, we are still restricted to \(\mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s) \neq 0\) for all \(\mathbf{r}_s\) to ensure that \(|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2\) is well defined over the entire field of view.

For this technique to be useful, we need to know \(\mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\). However, this can be determined by measuring a calibration hologram with a uniform sample present. That is, with \(T(\mathbf{r}_s) = 1\) we measure

\[
H_{1, i, cal}(\mathbf{r}_s) = \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s) \otimes \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s).
\]

The image reconstructed from \(H_{1, i, cal}(\mathbf{r}_s)\) yields an estimate for \(\mathbf{E}_o^0(\mathbf{r}_s)\), which allows us to recover the undistorted image of the sample [i.e., \(|T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2\)].

Of course, if we can arrange for the reference beam to be a uniform plane wave, Eq. (20) reduces to

\[
H_{1, i, pw, pol}(\mathbf{r}_s) = |T(\mathbf{r}_s)|^2 \otimes \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}_s).
\]

This represents a hologram linear in the intensity response, and there is no need for the calibration step described in the previous paragraph.

#### B. Coherent Mode

As with double-beam scanning, the mask for the coherent mode is a pinhole, \(M(\mathbf{r}) = \delta(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{p}_d)\), so that Eq. (18) becomes

\[
H_{1, c}(\mathbf{r}_s) = \int \int T(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{r}) T^*(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s) d^2\mathbf{r}' d^2\mathbf{r}.
\]

where the subscript of \(H_1\) denotes single-beam scanning. The only difference between Eqs. (18) and (10) is the change from \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}_s)\) to \(\mathbf{E}_o(\mathbf{r}')\), reflecting the fact that the reference beam is not scanned.
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5. THICK-SAMPLE CONSIDERATIONS

A. Condition for Sample Thinness

In Section 3 we required the sample to be thin. This is
because for a thick sample, light is diffracted and/or ab-
sorbed as it passes through the sample [Fig. 4(a)]. Since
the sample itself is responsible for this, the illumination pattern at any point inside (or behind) the sample be-
comes a function of the sample properties and position.
The dependence of the illumination pattern on the scan-

\( M(\mathbf{r}) = 1 \), the analysis of the imaging process can be greatly simplified over that presented in Section 2, and it can be shown that OSH is compatible with 3D fluorescent samples. (The technique has already been demonstrated experimentally and described with the use of objective-lensless OSH.\(^{10,25}\) We present the following analysis to account explicitly for the 3D nature of the sample and to place it in context with the descriptions in Section 2.)

Consider the case of double-beam scanning: As in Subsection 2.A, the illumination is described by Eq. (6), which we now rewrite to include the axial position explicitly:

\[
\mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, z, z) = \mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z) + \exp(i\phi)\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z).
\]

(24)

Note that if we did not include the nonscattering, nonrefracting, weakly absorbing conditions, scanning the beams would not simply translate the interference pattern. Equation (24) would then have to be rewritten as

\[
\mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s, z) = \mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s, z) + \exp(i\phi)\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r}, r_s, z).
\]

The difference appears minor here, but it is crucial to the linearity that allows the OSH holograms to have the form of correlations, as in Eq. (1).

The fluorescence intensity response to the excitation given by Eq. (24) is described (to within a multiplicative constant) by

\[
I_{\text{em}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s, z) = |T_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, z)|^2 |\mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, r_s, z)|^2,
\]

where \( T_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, z) \) is the spatial distribution of the fluorophore. To be comprehensive, one should account for the fact that both the excitation and the emission probabilities for a fluorophore are (spatially) nonisotropic, and therefore the polarization of the illumination will have an effect. For the vast majority of fluorescent microscopy applications, the dye molecules are rotationally free to diffuse on typical measurement time scales. This means that the anisotropies are averaged out, and the detected signal is independent of the illumination polarization. Although there are some cases—particularly when the fluorophores are rigidly embedded in and, in terms of their orientation, correlated with, an anisotropic matrix—when polarization effects may become manifest, these represent a minority of cases and are not considered here.

With the assumptions that the fluorescent emission is isotropic (i.e., the dipole rotational diffusion time is short compared with the detector integration time) and that the optical system is arranged so as to avoid vignetting of the sample, it should be clear that in the absence of a mask, the signal at the large-area detector (see Fig. 2) is proportional to the total fluorescence emitted by the sample:

\[
S(\mathbf{r}_s) = \iiint I_{\text{em}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_s, z) d^2r d\tau
= \iiint |T_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, z)|^2 |\mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_s, z)|^2
+ |\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z)|^2
+ \exp(i\phi)\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z)\mathbf{E}_s^*(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z)
+ \exp(-i\phi)\mathbf{E}_s^*(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z)\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z) d^2\tau dz,
\]

where the integral is over the sample volume. As in Section 3, heterodyne techniques can be used to eliminate the bias and virtual image portions of the hologram, so that we are left with

\[
H_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}_s) = \iiint |T_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, z)|^2 |\mathbf{E}_{\text{ill}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_s, z)|^2
+ |\mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s, z)|^2 d^2\tau dz
\]

(25)

The integrand of Eq. (25) now has the same form as Eq. (1), so the hologram of the thick fluorescent object is simply the sum of the contributions from each \( z \) plane. Any given plane in the sample can be reconstructed by selecting the reconstruction function for the appropriate depth, \( z \) [i.e., Eq. (3), with \( R(\mathbf{r}) \approx \mathbf{E}_s^*(\mathbf{r}, z) \cdot \mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r}, z) \)]. However, as the out-of-focus light from other depths is also included, this form of OSH does not provide optical sectioning.

The above derivation was performed for the double-beam scanning configuration. However, it is straightforward to show that an analogous result applies to single-beam scanning, with the same restrictions on the polarization of \( \mathbf{E}_s \) as applied in Section 4.

### 6. DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the results of the different scanning modes and lists the requirements for a useful hologram to be generated.

With incoherent-mode double-beam scanning OSH, a useful hologram is obtained without any special assumptions about the wave-front polarizations or curvatures or the NA of the system. If one assumes that the reference beam is a uniform plane wave and that the polarization direction of the object beam is constant, then the results presented here reduce to those of Indebetouw et al.\(^3\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Double-Beam Scanning</th>
<th>Single-Beam Scanning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incoherent</td>
<td>( H_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}_s) =</td>
<td>T(\mathbf{r}_s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent</td>
<td>( H_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}_s) = T(\mathbf{r}<em>s) \otimes [\mathbf{H}</em>\sigma \cdot \mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r}_s)] ) requires uniform plane wave for reference beam</td>
<td>( H_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{r}_s) = T(\mathbf{r}<em>s) \otimes [\mathbf{H}</em>\sigma \cdot \mathbf{E}_s(\mathbf{r}_s)] ) general</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is no need to measure a calibration hologram to compensate for aberrations in the reference beam, as these are accounted for in the hologram encoding function.

In contrast, with coherent-mode double-beam scanning OSH, it is necessary to have a uniform plane wave as the reference beam if the resulting “hologram” is to be of use. Given this restriction, and that the polarization direction of the object beam is constant, our results again reproduce those of Indebetouw et al. Although it is not necessary to calibrate for aberrations in the reference beam, if one cannot ensure that the pinhole mask is exactly on axis, it is necessary to measure a calibration hologram to remove the phase-modulation artifacts caused by this misalignment.

For single-beam scanning, to generate a useful incoherent OSH hologram, we require that the polarization of the reference beam be constant. In practice, if one intends to use one beam that is approximately collimated, this restriction is easily fulfilled. However, if one considers employing reference and object beams both with large wavefront curvature, then this issue may become significant. Also, in this case it is necessary to measure the hologram of a uniform sample to calibrate the reference beam if its characteristics are not known a priori.

In single-beam scanning, the coherent mode requires no special restrictions on the beam characteristics. As with the double-beam case, however, a calibration may be needed to account for misalignments of the detection pinhole.

In general, for the mathematical description discussed here to be accurate, the sample is required to be thin. This allows one to avoid the effects of refraction or multiple-scattering events of the illumination beam. An exception to this restriction is the case in which the sample does not alter the illumination field significantly and has a uniform response. Fluorescence microscopy of biological samples embedded in a suitably index-matched medium is an example of this exception. With such samples it is also generally desirable to be able to account for the effects of high-NA objective lenses, as is done in this paper.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have generalized the model of OSH so that it can account for arbitrary illumination beams and high-NA optics. This allows us to relax the restriction that one of the interfering illumination beams must be a uniform plane wave and to model the effects of the polarization that must be included if OSH is to be implemented in high-resolution microscopy. The main motivation for this is the potential that we see in OSH for applications in biological microscopy. The ability to map three dimensionally both the specimen’s refractive index and the emission of fluorescence labels is of great interest in the life science community.

We have also presented here the possibility of single-beam scanning OSH, and we compared the technique with double-beam scanning. The results suggest that although double-beam scanning appears well suited to incoherent OSH, the restriction of a uniform plane reference beam for coherent OSH may result in practical problems in aberrating systems. This is a significant drawback, because one of the advantages of digital holography in general is the ability to compensate for such aberrations. The single-beam scanning method outlined here eliminates this problem. Although single-beam scanning incoherent OSH does have the restriction of constant polarization direction of the reference beam, this restriction is generally easier to accommodate than that of the uniform plane wave for coherent double-beam scanning OSH. Therefore, if a single system capable of both coherent and incoherent OSH is desired, it would seem that single-beam scanning is the more robust solution.

Future work includes implementation of a high-NA OSH system, which is ideally capable of observation of live biological specimens in both fluorescence and phase contrasts. It also remains to be seen whether OSH as described here can be modified so as to be able to provide useful information about arbitrary 3D samples. This would indeed make OSH a powerful imaging technique for many applications.
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